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Lot Photo Jamaica Est Real 

  Early Letters and Handstamps (numbers quoted in this section are taken 
from "The Postal History of Jamaica" by Thomas Foster). 

  

565  1762 (May) entire letter from St. Elizabeth "to be left at the Jamaica Coffee 
house", endorsed "pr the Packett", rated "1/6". showing on reverse (seal 
torn away) "JAMAICA" (1) *** and Bishopmark  

£40 95.00 

566  1771 (Dec.) entire letter (vertical creases) from Kingston to 
Wolverhampton. endorsed "By His Majesty's Pacquet Duncannon Q.D.C.", 
showing various rate markings and on reverse (seal torn away) "IAMAICA" 
(J2) *** and Bishopmark  

£35 34.00 

567  1772-96 entires (3, faults) to London. variously rated. showing on reverse 
"IAMAICA" J2 (2), J3 * to *** two across the join and Bishopmarks. one 
endorsed "per his Majesty's Packet Boat Grantham"  

£30 40.00 

568  1774 (June) entire letter (filing crease) to London. endorsed "By the 
Pacquet", rate "2N", showing on reverse: "IAMAICA" (J3) *** and 
Bishopmark  

£30 65.00 

569  1778-87 entire letters (2) and entire (some riling creases) to London (2) 
and Scotland. variously rated. showing on reverse fair to good "IAMAICA" 
J2 (2). J3 mainly ** two across the join, two with Bishopmarks  

£30 36.00 

570  1799-1871 entire letters (3). entires (3) and an envelope, mostly to 
London. variously rated. showing "JAMAICA PAID", c.d.s. (2). two-line 
date stamps (2) and c.d.s. of Falmouth, Kingston, Morant Bay and Spanish 
Town * to ***. Also 1773 entire letter from Wolverhampton to Jamaica 
Coffee House. London  

£40 40.00 

571  1801 and 1803 entire letters (the first much toned) to Edinburgh and 
London each showing oval "Ship Letter/(crown)/JAMAICA", the first * also 
showing similar mark for Deal. the second * to ** 

£30  

572  1805 entire letter (tiling creases and some stains) to Edinburgh rated 
"1/10" (deleted) and '2/4' showing on reverse "FALMOUTH/JA" *** partially 
overstruck by London c.d.s. and across join faint neuron  

£35 25.00 

573  1807-30 entire letters (7) to U.K.. variously rated. showing fleuron d.s. F2. 
2a. 3a. 4 (2). 5a and 6 * to ***  

£60 65.00 

574  1808 (Nov.) entire letter (horizontal crease) in French from a slave-trader 
in Kingston to Philadelphia. rated "14/-". showing unframed "SHIP" and 
New York arrival c.d.s.. all in red  

£30 18.00 

575  1810 entire letter (some slight damage through creasing) to London rated 
'2/-' (deleted) and "2/4" showing oval "Ship Letter/Crown/JAMAICA" " with 
similar type for Liverpool alongside 

£35 25.00 

576 Photo 1818 (June) entire letter (flap repaired) to London re-addressed to 
Ramsgate. endorsed "per H.M.S. Semiramis" rated 1/4, showing on 
reverse "Commercial * Rooms" (CR2) *** with faint "Kingston * Jamaica" 
35 mm. below across the join and on face step type “PORTSMOUTH 
/SHIP LETTER".  

£200 240.00 

577 Photo 1833 (Sept.) entire (vertical crease) to London. endorsed "p. Ship Simon 
Taylor", rated "2/8". showing on reverse circular framed 
"COMMERCIAL/KINGSTON/ JAMAICA/BUILDINGS" (CR7) * to *** just 
across the join and on face step type "DEAL/SHIP LETTER".  

£50 42.00 

578 Photo — a similar strike * to ** on 1834 (May) entire (vertical crease) to London. 
endorsed "Thames", rated "2/8", and step type "SHIP LETTER 
/BRIGHTON", *** .  

£40 44.00 

  Great Britain used in Jamaica   

579  1859-60 entire letters (2) and entires (3) bearing 1d. pair (two other stamps 
cut away). 4d. (4). and 6d. two to U.K cancelled "A01". "A30" (2) and "A31" 
the other from Port Maria but cancellation indistinct. faults  

£40 52.00 

580  1859 (Feb.) entire (faults) to Kingston bearing 4d. rose, wing margin 
vertical pair placed sideways with two legible strikes of the Savannah La 
Mar c.d.s. (P2b) and 1859 (Feb.) piece hearing 4d. rose cancelled by 
Mandeville c.d.s. (P8) and light "A01" also showing Kingston c.d.s. Both 
rare. (59a and 81i)  

£40 42.00 
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581 Photo BLACK RIVER: 1859 (Mar.) part entire letter (horizontal crease) to 
Liverpool. bearing 4d. rose pair (faults) placed upsidedown. cancelled 
"A30" showing London Paid c.d.s. in red and, on reverse, somewhat 
smudged P11 (index "A") and Kingston c.d.s. (88e).  

£100 110.00 

582 Photo - ditto, (July) entire (vertical crease) to "Sav. la Mar", bearing 4d. rose (2). 
cancelled "A30" and showing somewhat indistinct P2a on reverse across 
the join (88e).  

£80 105.00 

583 Photo - ditto. (Dec.) entire (horizontal crease) to Liverpool. hearing 6d. lilac, 
cancelled "A 30", showing London Paid c.d.s. in red and, on reverse. 
slightly smudged P11 (index "A") with Kingston double-arc c.d.s. across 
the join. (Unlisted).  

£125 180.00 

584 Photo BUFF BAY: 1859 (Dec.) part entire (damaged by damp) to Kingston. 
hearing 4d. rose cancelled "A32". showing Spanish-Town c.d.s. (P 11a) at 
left and. on reverse P6 (part torn away) with partial double-arc c.d.s. 
alongside. (Unlisted).  

£50 65.00 

585  CHAPELTON: 1860 (Jan.) piece. bearing 4d. rose (filing crease), 
cancelled "A 33", showing Spanish-Town c.d.s. (P11a) alongside and on 
reverse P 11. good strikes. (91d)  

£30 42.00 

586 Photo FALMOUTH: 1859 (Nov.) part entire (horizontal crease) to Kingston 
bearing 6d. lilac placed upside down cancelled "A39" and showing on 
reverse partly indistinct P10c with Kingston double-arc c.d.s. alongside 
(97j).  

£75 65.00 

587 Photo GOSHEN: 1858 (Sept.) part entire letter (horizontal crease) to Liverpool 
hearing 6d. lilac wing margin strip of four (one defective), cancelled "A01" 
and showing fair P2a. c.d.s. alongside with Kingston c.d.s. on reverse 
across the join. (50c).  

£125 160.00 

588 Photo - ditto. (Oct.) entire (horizontal crease) to Liverpool bearing 6d. lilac pair 
(one defective) cancelled "A01" and showing mainly fine P2a. c.d.s. 
alongside with Kingston c.d.s. on reverse across the join (50e).  

£50 60.00 

589 Photo - 1859 (July) piece to Kingston hearing 1d. rose-red pair (each with one or 
two short corner perforations and 4d. rose cancelled "A44". showing 
Goshen and Kingston double-arc c.d.s., the latter on reverse. (102e).  

£125 105.00 

590 Photo - ditto (Oct.) entire (horizontal crease) to Kingston. hearing 6d. lilac (2) 
cancelled "A 44", showing mainly clear P11 alongside with Kingston c.d.s. 
on reverse. (Unlisted).  

£60 65.00 

591 Photo GRANGE HILL: 1859 (Jan.) entire (horizontal crease) to London bearing 
6d. lilac (corner fault and crossed with later endorsement) cancelled "A01" 
and showing partly fine (some letters indistinct) P2a. c.d.s. (date in 
manuscript) with Kingston double-arc c.d.s. on reverse (51b).  

£50 70.00 

592 Photo - ditto. (Sept.) large part entire (horizontal crease) to London bearing 1/- 
green placed sideways tied by "A45" and showing Grange Hill c.d.s. at left, 
good strikes. (103j). Rare.  

£250 850.00 

593 Photo - ditto. (Oct.) entire (creases clear of adhesives) to Kingston hearing 4d. 
rose (2) . placed sideways indistinctly cancelled "A45". showing slightly 
stained P11a (crease) and on reverse Kingston c.d.s. (103g).  

£125 160.00 

594  - 6d. lilac. a wing margin pair (one with stained perf.), cancelled centrally 
by superb "A45" struck inverted (103b)  

£40 55.00 

595 Photo GREEN ISLAND:1859 (May) entire from Grange Hill to Kingston (part of 
address panel ink etched) posted at nearby Green Island. hearing 4d. rose 
pair lightly cancelled "A46" and "A01" (104e).  

£70 52.00 

596  KINGSTON: 1859 (18th Oct.) entire (age toned and notch reinforced) from 
Kingston to Davis Town bearing 6d. lilac (filing crease) cancelled by 
Kingston duplex. endorsed "Undulated" and showing on reverse St. Ann's 
Bay and Kingston (Feb. 1860) c.d.s.  

£30  

597 Photo LILLIPUT: 1859 (April) left half of entire without address to Kingston (?). 
bearing 6d. lilac tied by line "A49" with clear P9a alongside and partial 
Kingston c.d.s. on reverse (107h).  

£75  

598 Photo MANDEVILLE: 1859 (July) part official entire letter (soiled, vertical crease) 
to the Inspector of Prisons. Kingston. bearing 1d. rose-red perf. 14 (4) 
cancelled "A01". showing somewhat smudged P8 at left with Kingston 
double-arc c.d.s. on reverse (59b).  

£100  
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599 Photo MONTEGO BAY: 1859 (Mar.) entire (horizontal crease) to Kingston 
bearing 4d. pair cancelled "A57" with indistinct 62b across the join on 
reverse (11h.).  

£60  

600 Photo — ditto (May) part entire (creases) to Kingston (?). bearing 4d. rose pair 
cancelled by fine "A57". showing on reverse partly clear. P2b with 
Kingston c.d.s. alongside.  

£60 42.00 

601 Photo — ditto (Oct.) entire letter (horizontal crease) to Kingston bearing 4d. rose 
pair cancelled "A57''. showing Kingston c.d.s. alongside and on reverse 
P11a, all good strikes (115h).  

£70 65.00 

602 Photo — 1860 (May) entire letter (vertical creases) to Savannah La Mar bearing 
6d. lilac (late use) tied by rather oily "A57" and showing on reverse 
indistinct partial P11a (115f).  

£150 125.00 

603 Photo MORANT BAY: 1858 (June) part entire from Morant Bay to Kingston 
bearing 4d. rose pair cancelled "A59”, showing on reverse clear P2a and 
Kingston double c.d.s. (117d).  

£50 65.00 

604 Photo OLD HARBOUR: 1859 (Sept.) entire (vertical crease) to Clarendon. 
bearing wing margin 4d. rose neatly tied by "A61" (applied upside down), 
endorsed "4 paths P.O.", showing on reverse Old Harbour and Clarendon 
c.d.s.. both type P8. fair to fine strikes. (119c).  

£125  

605 Photo PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER: 1859 (9th June) entire (horizontal crease) 
from Wheeler- field to Kingston bearing 4d. rose (tips of perf. trimmed at 
left) lightly but clearly cancelled "A 62". showing on reverse (flap torn) 
almost fine P5 (120d).  

£175 130.00 

606 Photo — ditto (28th June) entire (vertical creases) to Spanish Town. endorsed 
"O.H.M.S.", bearing 4d. rose tied by light "A62" (applied upside down), 
showing "TOO LATE" (TL3) and on reverse P5. both fine strikes (120c).  

£200 240.00 

607 Photo PORT MARIA: 1859 (Nov.) entire letter (horizontal crease) to Kingston 
bearing 4d. rose tied by clear "A60". showing alongside partly indistinct P3 
and fine Kingston c.d.s., all three applied upside down. (124c).  

£75 115.00 

608 Photo PORUS: 1859 (Dec.) entire letter (horizontal crease and small piece torn 
away at left) to Kingston. bearing wing margin 4d. rose (a few perfs. 
trimmed) cancelled "A68" and showing on reverse partly faint P5a. (126e).  

£70 85.00 

609 Photo VERE: 1859 (Oct.) part entire (without address), bearing 4d. rose 
cancelled "A78" with Kingston c.d.s, alongside and on reverse 
indecipherable P2a type c.d.s. (136c).  

£50 46.00 

  Issued Stamps   

  1860-63 Pineapple watermark   

610  1d. pale blue. a mint block of twelve (4 x 3) unused with much original 
gum. two adjacent stamps with small piece of one corner torn away 
otherwise fine  

£175  

611  — a mint block of four, centred high. horizontal crease and traces of 
previous hinges. otherwise fine  

£60 85.00 

612  3d. green. 4d. orange (2 shades. one with corner crease and both with the 
usual slight rubbing) and 6d. dull lilac wing margin. two horizontal creases. 
all unused with much original gum  

£150 150.00 

613  — used. 1870-83 CC, ½d. and 2/- (2, one unused) mint. 2d. used. 1883-97 
CA. ½d. 1d. and 4d. to 5/-, mint. 2d. slate. used. 1889-91 1d. to 2½d. and 
1890 2½d. on 4d.. mint (17)  

£711  

614 Photo — bisected and used on 1862 (30th June) local entire (split into three parts 
and with vertical crease) cancelled by clear Kingston "A01" duplex.  

£90 90.00 

615 Photo — ditto (stained perf.) on 1866 (Feb.) rather tatty entire letter (a receipt). 
tied by clear "A52" (Manchioneal) with Spanish Town arrival c.d.s. 
alongside.  

£90  

616  1d blue. a strip of six being a complete row of the pane. one with small 
marks on face. unused with much original gum  

£100 170.00 

617 Photo — bisected and tied by "A76" to 1867 entire letter (side flap missing) to 
Lucca. showing Spanish Town and Lucea c.d.s. alongside. B.P.A. 
Certificate (1966).  

£100 180.00 

618 Photo 2d. rose, a mint block of four, some natural gum creasing otherwise fine.  £225 260.00 

619 Photo 3d. green. a marginal block of eight (4 x 2) with plate number 11. one with 
closed tear otherwise fine with full original gum. mounted in margin only.  

£300 400.00 
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620 Photo — a block of four. unused with much original gum. £150 210.00 

621  — lightly tied by "A76" on small 1866 (16th April) entire (filing crease) from 
Spanish Town to Montego Bay and 6d. deep purple (a pair, one defective) 
each clearly cancelled "A 42" on 1870 (24th Nov.) envelope (a few faults) 
to Clarence Barracks. Portsmouth showing clear "GORDON TOWN" c.d.s. 
on reverse  

£40 65.00 

622 Photo 4d. brown-orange, a block of four with much original gum. some slight 
staining mainly on reverse and the usual surface rubbing 

£225 210.00 

623 Photo — 6d. dull lilac, a block of four. fine unused with much original gurn.  £250  

624 Photo a similar wing margin block.  £250 230.00 

625 Photo — a single. tips of some perfs. trimmed at foot. line unused with much 
original gum.  

£45  

626 Photo 6d. deep purple. a horizontal pair. slightly off-centre and one stamp 
thinned otherwise fine. unused with much original gum.  

£500 380.00 

627 Photo 1/- purple-brown, unused with some original gum.  £100 150.00 

628  — a deep shade (wing margin) together with 3d. green (small faults) each 
cancelled "A57" on 1867 entire (a little soiled) to the British Legation in 
Brussels showing circular framed "PD" and on reverse four c.d.s. including 
Montego Bay.  

£40 34.00 

629 Photo 1/- dull brown. wing-margin. short faint crease at left otherwise fresh and 
fine unused with much original gum.  

£50 85.00 

  1870-83 Issue   

630  ½d. (2), 1d. (4). 2d. (3, one unused). 3d. (2). 4d. (2). 2/- (pair. marginal 
with plate number). and 5/, some staining and other small faults, unused 
with some to much original gum  

£100  

631  ½d. claret. a marginal block of ten (5 x 2) with plate number. and ½d. deep 
claret. a block of twelve (6 x 2), both with wing-margins, the latter with two 
or three stained perf. otherwise fine unused with much original gum  

£60 65.00 

632  1d. (one with surface defect). 2d. (2). 6d. (corner crease) and 1 /- (slight 
crease). all in mint blocks of four. some stained perforations  

£125  

633  2d. rose. a mint block of four, one with light corner crease and one or two 
perk. stained otherwise tine unused with much original gum  

£35  

634 Photo — 1 /- dull brown, a block of four one showing the variety "$" for "S", faint 
stains (main') on reverse) and one (not the variety) with crease not 
significantly affecting appearance. unused with much original gum. Rare. 

£400 320.00 

635  2/- Venetian red. a block of four, one with pin-hole otherwise fine unused 
with much original gum  

£60 56.00 

636  a similar lot but slightly gum-toned  £50  

637  5/- lilac. a line mint block of four  £125 130.00 

  1883-97 1ssue   

638  ½d. (2). 1d. (3). 2d. slate. 3d. (3). 4d. (3). 6d. (2) and 1/- (3) all in blocks of 
four (5 marginal) with some shades. 1d. carmine (block of nine). 4d. (two 
corner blocks of eight) and 6d. (marginal block of six, faults). mint. (99)  

£225 230.00 

639  ½d. (3). 1d. blue. 1d. carmine (strip of three). 2d. rose. 2d. grey or slate (5. 
with a strip of three and a pair) 3d. 4d. (6. with a corner strip of five), 1/- 
and 2/- (crease). both marginal with plate number, and 5/- mint. Also ½d. 
and 4d. overprinted "SPECIMEN" and Official stamps (5). mint  

£200 170.00 

640  ½d. (3). 1d. blue. 2d. rose (pair). 2d. grey (4). 4d. (4). 6d. 1/- (defect). 1889 
1d. (2) 1905-11 (both one defective) and Official 1890 thin type ½d. pair 
and thick type ½d. on 1884-1911 envelopes (10). circular and a front to 
Turks 1slands. mostly to England. three registered. one cancelled "A67" 
other marks include "PAID/LIVERPOOL / U.S. PACKET" c.d.s. in red. Also 
1890 ½d. card from Kingston to Cold Spring 

£50 58.00 

641 Photo 1d. blue. faint corner crease otherwise fine unused with some original 
gum.  

£45 42.00 

642  2d. rose. unused with much original gum  £35  

643  2/- Venetian red. a mint block of four. one with faint diagonal crease 
otherwise fine  

£60  
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644  1889-91 Key-plate issue, a mint study comprising 1d. (26. with five blocks 
of four (3 with plate number) and six singles. one with carmine tablet). 2d. 
(14, with two blocks of four tone corner with inverted watermark) and three 
pairs) and 2½d. (17. with three blocks of four. a pair and three singles. one 
overprinted "SPECI MEN"). (57)  

£80 75.00 

  1890 2½d. on 4d.   

645  A partial study of the various settings comprising 1 mm. (16, ten used 
forming a reconstructed vertical strip of the 1st setting) and 1½ mm. (3, 
mint. including a pair in a marginal block of four with two normals showing 
sheet number). Also a forged double overprint (20)  

£100 65.00 

646  A block of five. fine mint £45 46.00 

647 Photo A single variety surcharge double, mainly light cancellation, two perfs. 
trimmed at foot. otherwise fine.  

£60 52.00 

648  - variety "F" for “E" and broken "K" for "Y" in "PENNY", heavily cancelled 
by Kingston squared-circle, slight staining (mainly on the back)  

£30  

649  Two singles, one showing variety "PFNNY" and the other broken "K" for 
"Y" in "PENNY", both used, the first clearly cancelled by Savanna c.d.s.. 
the last lightly 

£60 50.00 

650  - variety "PFNNY". mint and used (corner crease), the latter cancelled 
"F9?"  

£50 32.00 

651  1895 O.H.M.S. envelope (228 x 100 mm. slightly trimmed at left) to 
Montreal bearing 1885 ½d. (4). 1886 3d. and 1889 1d. (2) cancelled by 
Kingston oval registration d.s.  

£25  

652  1900-01 Falls 1d. red, two blocks of four. 1d. slate-black and red, a block 
of four and two singles (one stained) and a pair on blued paper (one 
creased). mint  

£70  

653  1d. slate-black and red on blued paper, a mint horizontal pair. one with 
heavy vertical crease 

£75  

654  1903-04 Arms. ½d. (17, with a marginal block of nine (toned and slight 
staining mainly on the back) one showing the "SER.ET" variety). 1d. (5, 
one used showing the same variety), 2½d. (6, with a block of four) and 5d. 
(3). mint (31)  

£50  

655  ½d. (corner crease). 1d. 2½d. (variety "SER.ET") and 5d. (creases). and 
1905-11 Arms type. ½d. (2). 1d. (2), 2½d. (2). 5d.. 6d. and 5/, with colour 
changes. mint  

£45  

656  - ½d. 1d. and 2½d. in blocks of four. and 5d. (corner crease and slight 
stain on back) in a block of six, mint  

£50  

  1905-11 Issue   

657  Arms type ½d. (2), 1d. (2). 2½d. (2), 5d. (crease). 6d. and 5/-. Q.V. type. 
3d. (2). 4d. (3), 6d. (3), 1/- (2) and 2/- (2) with colour changes. Also 1911 
2d. grey. mint (22)  

£65  

658  ARMS TYPE: ½d. (5). 1d. (4). 2½d. (3. one corner, one marginal), 5d. and 
6d. (marginal). all in blocks of four with colour changes and 5/- (some 
staining, mainly on the back) in a block of six. mint (62)  

£175  

659  - ½d. (4. one used (toned) showing the "SER.ET" variety) 1d. (2), 2½d. (6. 
with a pair). 5d.. 6d. (2) and 5/- (3). with colour changes. mint (18)  

£60  

660  - 5/- grey and violet, a mint horizontal pair. slight staining on reverse and 
two perfs. trimmed  

£30  

661  HEAD 'TYPE: 3d. (5. one olive-green). 4d. (3. no red-brown), 6d. purple 
and 1/- black on green (2) in blocks of four. also 3d. olive (inter-panneau 
block of eight), 3d. purple on yellow (marginal block of eight). 4d. red on 
yellow (corner blocks of twelve and ten). 6d. purple (marginal block of 
eight) and 1/- black on green (marginal block of six). mint, some stained 
perk. (mainly on 6d.). Also 1911 K.E. VII. 2d., two mint blocks of four  

£150  

662  3d. (8. one overprinted "SPECIMEN"). 4d. (10), 6d. (8. one orange). 1/- (4) 
and 2/- (7. two Venetian red), with colour changes, also 1911 K.E. VII. 2d. 
(3). mint (40)  

£150  

663  3d. (3), 4d. (4. one red-brown). 6d. (2). 1/- (2) and 2/- (2). with colour 
changes. also 1911 2d.. mint (14)  

£65 65.00 

664  - 3d. sage-green, a tine mint corner block of twenty (4 x 5) with part 
imprints  

£30 44.00 
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665  - 4d. black on yellow, a fine mint corner block of twelve (6 x 2) with imprint  £50 70.00 

666  - 6d. dull orange. a corner block of thirty-two (4 x 8, two separated) with 
imprint and plate number, mostly with damp spots on face  

£100  

667  1912-20 MCA 1d., 1½d. (marks on face). 2d. 2½d. 3d. (2), 4d. (2). 6d., 1/- 
(2). 2/- and 5/-. in blocks of four, some corner or marginal, also 1921 (21 
Oct.) Script. 6d. dull purple and bright magenta. in two corner blocks of six 
and two blocks of four (one corner. one marginal), mint. (72)  

£100 150.00 

668  - 1d. 1½d. 2d. (2). 2½d. 3d. (2). 4d. (2), 6d. 1/- (2), 2/- and 5/-, 1919-21 
Pictorial MCA, ½d. to 1/- and 10/-. 1921-29 Script. ½d. to 4d. 6d. (2), 1/- 
(2), 2/- (3). 3/- (2), 5/- (3) and 10/-, 1921 6d. and 1927 ½d. mint (45)  

£150 170.00 

669  1d. to 2½d.. 3d. (2). 4d. (2). 6d. (5. two overprinted "SPECIMEN"), 1/- (2), 
2/- and 5/-, 1921 (21 Oct.) Script. 6d. and a few later. mint (30)  

£35 42.00 

  1916-19 War Stamps   

670  A mainly mint study of the various issues with blocks of four and other 
multiples comprising ½d. (99, eleven used). 1½d. (38, five used) and 3d. 
(64, eight used). the varieties including no stop after "STAMP" on all three 
values, overprint inverted, double and double (one inverted) on ½d. (201)  

£90 65.00 

671  1916 (Sept.) 1½d. orange. a mint horizontal pair one showing both the "no 
stop" and inverted "d" for "r" varieties  

£40 65.00 

672  ditto, a similar pair but both with stop  £40 56.00 

673 Photo - ditto, a mint single showing the "s" inserted by hand variety.  £60 80.00 

674  1917 ½d. blue-green, a mint horizontal pair one showing variety stop 
inserted and "r" impressed a second time  

£45 65.00 

675  - ditto. a lightly cancelled single showing the same variety  £40 56.00 

676  - - 1½d. orange. a mint block of six (3 x 2) one showing variety stop 
inserted and "P" impressed a second time  

£60 90.00 

677  - 3d. purple on yellow. a mint block of four. one showing the variety stop 
inserted and "r" impressed a second time and another with only a trace of 
stop  

£60 85.00 

678  3d. purple on lemon, a marginal block of eight (2 x 4) one showing variety 
"s" inserted by hand, another has a ½ x 2 mm. black bar adjacent to the 
"W" of "WAR"  

£70 60.00 

  Later Issues   

679  1920 MCA 10/- myrtle-green. line used  £45 34.00 

680  1921-29 Script. ½d. to 10/- (less 6d.), mint, some with slight natural gum 
creasing  

£30  

681  - 1d. to 5/, one of each value in mint blocks of four. all marginal or corner  £125 85.00 

682  1923 Child Welfare, the set of three overprinted "SPECIMEN" and in mint 
singles (2). accompanied by the photograph, from which the vignettes 
were taken. signed by Miss Violet F. Taylor (the photographer)  

£75 135.00 

683  1935 Silver Jubilee. the set of four in blocks of four and singles (5. one set 
perforated "SPECIMEN"). Also lad. corner pair and single showing the 
"extra flagstaff" variety. (39)  

£50 52.00 

684  - 1½d. (small corner fault on normal) and 6d. (minute stain on normal) in 
mint blocks of four, the 6d. corner. both showing the "extra flagstaff" 
variety  

£50 34.00 

685  - 6d.. a single showing the same variety. lightly cancelled  £35 65.00 

686 Photo - 1/-, a mint corner pair showing the same variety.  £100 120.00 

687  1938-52 a mint collection with blocks of four and other multiples 
comprising ½d. green (7). 1d. orange (11). 1d. red (12). 1d. green (5). 
1½d. (8). 2d. (24). 2½d. (40, with a block of thirty). 3d. (17. various). 4d. 
(7). 6d. (12). 9d. (14). 1/- (14). 2/- (10). 5/- (20). 10/- (15) and £1 (2). (218) 

£125  

688  ½d. (2). 1d. (2). 1½d., 2d. 2½. 3d. (2). 4d. to 2/-, 5/- (2). 10/- and £1. 1946 
and 1951 University sets, all in mint blocks of four. some corner or 
marginal  

£75 110.00 

689  1945-1953 a mint collection including 1945-46 New Constitution. 1½d. (8), 
2d. (5). 3d. (9). 4½d. (9). 2/- (4). 5/- (4) and 10/- (4). 1948 Silver Wedding 
£1 (2) and other Commemoratives. some duplication (75) 

£25 14.00 

690  1969 (8 Sept.) $1 on 10/-, a marginal block of four, variety watermark 
inverted, fine unmounted mint  

£100 105.00 

  Airmails   
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Lot Photo Jamaica Est Real 

691  1930 (Dec. 10th) envelope from Kingston to Miranda, Cuba. bearing 9d. 
and with cachet "AIR-MAIL/FIRST FLIGHT/JAMAICA /TO MIAMI, U.S.A.", 
not carried by P.A.A. but by Caribbean Airways before the contract was 
transferred to Pan American 

£20  

692  — Pan American Airway flights with similar cachet and addressed to 
Castries, Cristobal. London and Trinidad. (4)  

£20 13.00 

693  1931-52 envelopes (12) and air letters (3) bearing values to 1/- carried on 
various flights including 1932 Jamaica-Porto Rico, 1939 Jamaica-Europe. 
1946 Jamaica- London. 1947 to Cayman Brae. 1948 to Cayman Islands 
(2). 1949 Kingston-Miami. 1950 Kingston-Nassau and 1953 to Grand 
Cayman crash cover bearing official label  

£30 58.00 

694 Photo 1936 (May 2nd) envelope from Kingston to London hearing 2d.. 3d.. 6d. 
(2) and 9d. carried by the first flight of the "Hindenburg" with special 
cachet.  

£100 110.00 

695  (A.)211947 (Oct. 20th) envelope from Kingston to Cayman Islands bearing 
1d. and 1½d. endorsed "First Official Air Mail By Cayman Island Airways", 
no cachet and backstamped Georgetown same day. three only flown. Field 
No. 20  

£40 58.00 

  Booklets   

696  1935 2/- Silver Jubilee comprising 1d. (four panes of six) and 1951 2/- 
comprising ½d. orange (two panes of six) and 1d. blue-green (three panes 
of six), fine  

£35 56.00 

  Cancellations   

697  1860 (c.)-1900 (c.) the collection of numerals from over sixty offices on 
values to 1/- (some defective). poor to fine strikes. (612)  

£125 135.00 

698  1881-1918 the collection of Temporary date stamps on a variety of values 
(31. some in pairs and blocks or on small pieces including fine circular 
"CAVE VALLEY/ JAMAICA" (Nicholson Type 1) on 2d. Type 8 for ten 
different offices. Type 12 three types with superb "GIDDY HALL" and fine 
"GRANGE LANE" Type 18. Also various c.d.s. (4). squared circles (12) 
Street Letter Boxes (3) and three others. Mostly good to fine strikes. (52) 

£50 85.00 

  Military Mail   

699  1943 envelope to Cameroons showing on reverse "INTERNMENT & P. OF 
W. CAMP/ JAMAICA" oval date-stamp in purple with Victoria and Buea 
arrival c.d.s. and on the face two different censor marks, one in red  

£20 30.00 

  Postal Fiscals   

700  1858 1/- rose on bluish tied by Spanish Town c.d.s. to 1893 envelope, 
registered to Kingston and 1874 3d. purple on lilac together with Postage 
1885 ½d. and 1889 1d. on 1894 envelope registered to England. both 
envelopes with faults  

£40 44.00 

  Postal Stationery   

701  Post cards with 1877 lozenge border. 3d. (2. one used). 1877 floriate 
border ½d. and 3d. 1877 ½d. 1d. and 3d. 1879 1½d. on 3d. (2, one used). 
1883 1½d. 1883 ½d. + ½d. 1d. + 1d. and 1½d. + 1½d. (2, one used) reply 
paid cards. 1890 ½d. on 1d. 1891 1d. (2. one used) and 1d. + 1d. reply 
paid card (used), also 1888 Wrapper used with 1885 ½d.: a few with slight 
staining  

£30 23.00 

 


